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Can Insurance Be TOO Good?
In my role as a Medicare
insurance agent, seniors that want
the best coverage purchase
Medigap plans usually plan F or
plan G. One of the selling points is
you do not need authorizations or
referrals to see other doctors or to
have any  tests or procedures
done.
                                                 
What I have noticed is.... seniors
with top-of-the-line plans spend a
lot of time going to various types
of doctors for tests and
procedures. Often they tell me
that the doctor did not do
anything, yet, the billing
statements show a ton of work.
 
Is it possible that without a
watchdog usually known as a
primary care physician, medical
providers take advantage of
seniors with Cadillac plans and
order unnecessary visits, testing,
and procedures just to pad the
bill?
 
I am starting to recommend that
the senior schedule an
appointment with a "Primary Care
Physician" for a second opinion of
whether or not all the work being
done is really necessary.
 
Just putting it out there.

Remember what I wrote last
week? It will take 3 or 4 days and
the Speaker’s race will get
resolved and you should pay no
attention?. Of course many of you
watched every vote like it
mattered.

The question you should be
asking is: "Why do people like Jim
Jordan not want to be the
Speaker?" The answer is: As
Judiciary Chairman he has a long
career. As Speaker, he could be
pushed out in one month.

Democrats keep their Speakers....
Republicans depose them.

Don’t toss out the Speaker unless
you have another one ready
willing and able that can get the
GOP vote.

Amazing to read the comments
people leave over the Speaker
race on how they feel about so
many different members of
Congress.

Keep this in mind: “Unless you
live in the district or send them a
large check, they could not care
less what you think.”

Every story on Saturday was how
Trump maneuvered behind the
scenes to make the Speaker deal.
This is because in addition to
weakening the Speaker, the
Republican holdouts castrated
Trump.
 
The most MAGA Congresspeople
shrugged off Trump’s
endorsement of McCarthy.

When they tried to walk it back
Saturday morning, the political
damage was already done. Trump
does not have as much control
over the party as the media would
have you believe.

 
California faces a $24 Billion
budget deficit after tax revenues
are  $41 billion lower than
expected. Are any Republican
surprised?

Not in our wildest dreams
In October if you asked what are
the odds of Republicans
controlling the Palm Beach
County Commission? The correct
answer would have been ZERO.

Democrats had a 6-1 majority. In
the November election, two 
Republican newcomers beat  their
Democrat opponents, making it 4-
3 Democrats.

One of the Democrat
commissioners supported Gov.
DeSantis early, and while he was
booed by Republicans when he
appeared on stage,  the governor
rewarded him by putting him in
charge of Florida Highway Safety.
This created a vacancy on the
County Commission and the
governor appointed my good
friend,  Michael Barnett,  Chair of
the Republican Party of Palm
Beach County to the seat, flipping
the County Commission to a
Republican majority of 4-3.
 
I’m constantly reminding my
readers that political moves are
complicated and we need to cut
the knee-jerk reactions.

Sponsored message

Need Information on Health Insurance or
Medicare Plans

One week left to the open enrollment deadline for under age
65 health plans.

There are subsidies available even for $100,000 incomes, so let me
help you see what you qualify for.

This money is already allocated and spent, you will not increase the
deficit by claiming your fair share.

Call Alan at 855-561-0500 or email Alan@ReThinkHealthInsurance.org 
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